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Abstract
The concept of tense is an important issue in the morphological and
syntactic analysis of words and sentences. The connection between this
concept and other parts of the sentence, including the verb, and
understanding its structural, semantic and conceptual differences has always
been considered by Russian and Persian linguists. In this article, various
types of direct and figurative applications of the Russian present tense are
studied considering their equivalent expressions in the Persian language.
While the present tense exists in both mentioned languages, there remain
distinct conceptual, semantic and structural differences, of which lack of
knowledge leads to difficulties and mistakes in learning, translation and
research. Realizing the research deficiency on this particular subject and
based on the issues of teaching Russian language to Persian-speaking
students, interesting results are pointed out in the case of direct and
figurative application of the Russian present tense and its comparison in the
Persian language.
Keywords: Present Tense; Verb, Direct Application;
Application; Russian Language; Persian Language.
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Introduction

night”, or word combinations such as “last

Time is one of the most incredible

week”, or “next year” define the moment

concepts of the Creation. Any form of act

of

or incident happens in a phase of time.

grammatically, the category of “tense”2 is

Averill Augustine, a distinguished scientist

one of the morphological categories of the

of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D. thus writes

verb3 which is shown in conjugated verbal

about the concept of time in his ‘Book of

forms4

Repentance’as:

between the actual incident and the time of
its

“What is time? Who can explain it in

an

action

and

or

indicates

occurrence

incident.

the

(Валгина,

But

connection

2002).

In

simple words? … If nobody asked me

different languages, each of the trio tenses

about it, I would know what it is, but if I

– past, present and future – may be divided

am to explain it to others, then I don’t

into smaller collections. But this is not the

know at all. Nevertheless, I insist on what I

only difference of the tense category

know for sure: if no incident was to

between different languages. In Russian

happen, then there would be no future; if

language, verb is the main factor for

nothing had happened before, then there

expressing the category of tense in the

would be no present. But how could past

sentence and it can be applied directly5 or

and future exist, when there is no past

figuratively6. By direct application, we

anymore, and the future hasn’t come yet?

have in mind the conformity of the verbal

And if the present remained forever

tense

present and never turned into the past, in

regarding to other particles of the sentence

this case it would no longer be present, but

(e.g. “Я сейчас смотрю телевизор” –

eternity. The present is recognized as a

I’m watching T.V. now.) (Бондарко,

phase of time only because it turns into the

1971).

past.” (Августин, 1992)

consists of the contrast between the verbal

The concept of time is expressed by

with

its

Figurative

categorical

verbal

meaning7

application

tense and the categorical meaning of it

1

different means such as adverbs of time .

2. Категория времени
3. Морфологические категории глагола
4. Спрягаемые формы глагола
5. Прямое употребление
6. Переносное употребление
7. Категориальное значение

Words like “today”, “tomorrow”, “last

1. Обстоятельство времени
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regarding to other particles of the sentence

language including “imperfect present”3

(e.g. “Вчера иду я по улице и вдруг вижу

(“ )'& رومprogressive present”4 ( &' دارم

своего друга” – Yesterday I was walking1

“ )رومsubjunctive present”5 (*وم+) and

in the street when I suddenly saw my

“simple present”6 ( )رومwhich are based on

friend) (Бондарко, 1971). In Russian

on different forms of verbal conjugation

language, present tense is abundantly used

(Anvary, 1996:384). We remind that the

in

official,

simple present (,د-. رع-0') is in fact

journalistic, literary and etc.) and spoken

imperfect present or subjunctive present

styles. Lack of knowledge of these

without a prefix and exists in auxiliary

different applications and their equivalents

verbs too (Anvary, 1996:384).

all

written

(including

in Persian language will lead to incorrect

It is also important to point out that the

understanding and translation, hence the

category of tense in Russian verbs exists

importance of exploring this specific

only in the “indicative mood”7 and other

concept while educating Russian language

moods (such as conditional, imperative

to Persian-speaking students.

etc.) lack this category. In Persian, verbs
contain the tense category in indicative and

1. Present Tense in Russian and Persian

conditional8

Languages

present, subjunctive narrative past9).

moods

(e.g.

subjunctive

There is only one type of present tense in
Russian language, which is achieved from

2. Direct Application of Present Tense in

2

Russian Language and its Equivalent in

the conjugation of imperfective verbs
(читаю,

говорю,

пишу).

Although

Persian

Russian verbs are conjugated in different

The

Russian

present

tense

in

its

forms, this has no effect on the type of

fundamental application points to an act,

present tense. On the contrary, there are
. ﻣﻀﺎرع اﺧﺒﺎري.3

different types of present tense in Persian

 ﻣﻀﺎرع ﻣﻠﻤﻮس.4
 ﻣﻀﺎرع اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻲ.5
 ﻣﻀﺎرع ﺳﺎده.6
7. Изъявительное наклонение
8. Сослагательное наклонение

1. The Russian verb “иду” is present tense (I am
walking)
2. Несовершенный вид

 ﻣﺎﺿﻲ اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻲ.9
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incident or condition that occurs at the

“irrelevant present tense”2. Each of these

moment of speech. It is called “actual

linguists

present tense” or “moment of speech

categories for the irrelevant present tense.

1

present

tense” .

As

recognizes

different

sub-

Beloshapkova

Most of these sub-categories are gathered

points out, the most distinct example of the

in this work and their equivalent in Persian

actual present tense is shown as the answer

language is discussed.

to this question: “What are you doing?”
(Что вы делаете?) ( Современный

2.1. Extended Present Tense3

русский язык / Под ред. Белошапковой,

Extended present tense describes an act or

1981: 328).

incident that happens at the moment of

The equivalent to Russian actual present

speech and belongs to a short period of

tense in Persian is imperfect present or

time before and after it, so the subject4

progressive present:

may not be occupied with that specific act

-Что вы делаете?
-Читаем

or incident at the moment of speech.

сегодняшнюю

газету;

Among all the considered Russian works,

смотрим телевизор; делаем зарядку;...

the extended present tense is mentioned

؟7;<= &' ر->? [78]دار-45 ؛

only in Beloshapkova’s “Contemporary

  ا'*وز راC@'- ]دار[ روزﻥ؛ ]دار[ ورزش

Russian

 نF8G8FHI []دار

1981: 328).
- Я вот здесь читаю.

But the Russian present tense verb in its

.    آ-O P;4 هP' -

direct application can also point to a vaster

- Я пишу дипломную работу.

period of time. In the works of known
linguists

such

as

(Современный

русский язык / Под ред. Белошапковой,

...؛

Russian

Language”

ن-8-R  )دارم روي.'@  ﻥ-ن ﻥ-8-R  دارمP' -

Bondarko

(. '@ آر  آ-ﻥ

(Бондарко, 1971), Lekant (Современный
русский язык / Под ред. Леканта, 2001:

As it is seen in the examples, the subject

330) and Tikhonov (Тихонов, 2002: 359)

of the sentences may not be actually

this kind of present tense is called
2. Настоящее неактуальное
3. Настоящее расширенное
4 .Субъект

1. Настоящее актуальное и\или Настоящее
момента речи
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- Человек дышит легкими.

studying or writing his/her thesis at the

.  #$  - هW5 X.FI ن-Y اﻥ-

moment of speech, but by using the
present tense verb, he/she shows that the
mentioned acts are one of his/her recent

2.3. Abstract Present Tense2

occupations. The extended present tense is

The abstract present tense describes

described through imperfect present or

repetitive, ordinary and common acts that

progressive present in Persian language.

happen at the present time in its vaster
semantic meaning and does not have a

2.2. Permanent Present Tense1

direct connection to the moment of speech.

The permanent present tense describes an

Russian proverbs are usually described in

act or incident that is not limited to a

the form of abstract present tense:

specific period of time; it may belong to an

-

Девушки

часто

плачут

unlimited period before and after – and

беспричинно. (М. Горький);

including – the moment of speech. The

(\=رF` . )م. !  آ% Z;\ دﻝ+ ]H^ ا-_*هV د- Цыплят по осени считают.

following is Bondarko’s description of the

.  رﻥG;8-R *Va  را-@ هOFO -

permanent present tense:

.b.ش اFV *شVa @'-<ه-5 -

“While describing a permanent act, the

- Снявши голову по волосам не

process of action at the moment of speech
is not specifically intended, but it is also

плачут.

true that the permanent act belongs to this

.رش '\ `*دد-Yd\ اR ،, =*دf` *_5 -

moment too. While describing a permanent

. '\ `*ددWHg\ ﻥR ،, =*دf` ]. ا-

incident, the moment of speech is not

.رش '\ `*دد-Yd\ اR ،, =*دf` *V -

specifically intended.” ( Бондарко, 1971 )

As it is seen in the examples, describing

The permanent present tense is usually

the Russian abstract present tense in

translated in Persian through imperfect

Persian depends on the sentence. Imperfect

present:

present is mostly used for describing

- Земля вращается вокруг солнца.

common,

. !"  7;5رFV ور7+ [,ارF4 ]هP;' ز-

repetitive

acts

(see

first

example); but while translating proverbs, it

1. Настоящее постоянное

2. Настоящее абстрактное
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is best to find the equivalent in each

 !'  راWهq آ,*Vr-+ ،Wﻥ-_st اﻥ-+ P_d*` ﺽ*ب

language. It is interesting to know that

<@ درuv w;ﺽFI ،لF`F` . )ن. دارد و (   آ

some proverbs are similar in both Russian

(" "ازدواجC @'-<s8-4ﻥ

and

Persian

languages

(see

second

example). And often there is more than one

2.5. Descriptive Present Tense2

semantic equivalent for Russian proverbs

Descriptive present tense is used in

in Persian language (see second and third

literature to describe imaginative scenes.

examples).

The following is Bondarko’s description of
the descriptive present tense:

2.4. Commentaries Present Tense1

“By using this [descriptive present

Commentaries present tense is used by

tense], a picture or scene is described, acts

authors in scripts and scenarios to comment

are imagined in the author’s mind. But it

on the behavior of the characters. As it is

has no direct link to the moment of speech.

described

“Contemporary

The scene breaks out of the frames of

, commentaries

‘actual vision’, loses its dependence to the

present tense points out to an act that

moment of speech, and no longer belongs

happens not at the moment of speech, but

just to this moment.” ( Бондарко, 1971 )

in

Lekant’s

Russian Language”

simultaneously at the commencement of

“ Белеет парус одинокой

that specific piece. In Persian language,

В тумане моря голубом;...

imperfect present is often equivalent to the

Что ищет он в стране далекой?

Russian

Что кинул он в краю родном?... ” (М.

commentaries

present

tense

(Современный русский язык / Под ред.

Лермонтов)

П.А. Леканта, 2001: 331):

) $ن ' ﺱFtH;د ﻥFﻝa @' C-8 در در-{<I &ﻥ-+د-+"

-Молчание. Подколесин опять начинает

@? ؟ و+

ر دور-8 را در دCG;? @?  او.زﻥ

(فF_ﻥ-'* ﻝ." )م... ؟b. ا,دF4 ﻥ-د رهFV ر-8را در د

барабанить пальцами, наконец берется
за шляпу и раскланивается (Н. Гоголь;

As it is seen in the examples above,

ремарка к пьесе “Женитьба”).

Russian descriptive present tense is often

@+  دًا !وع  آ7l' P;.F;ﻝ-دآ-R .تFj. -

declared by imperfect present in Persian

1 .Настоящее комментирующее

2. Настоящее описательное
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“сидит” points to the stable position of the

language.
Based on this research, it becomes clear

subject at the moment of speech and it is

that the Persian imperfect present is

translated via “narrative past”1 in Persian

equivalent to all sub-categories of the

language. But in the second part of the

Russian irrelevant present tense except the

second example,

extended present tense, where the Persian

“стоит” shows the process of a positional

progressive present can also be used.

action and is translated via imperfect

the positional verb

But it is important to take in mind that

present. So it can be concluded that in case

this conclusion does not include Russian

of direct application of Russian positional

positional verbs such as “сидеть” (to sit),

verbs describing a stable position, Persian

“стоять” (to stand), “спать” (to lie

“narrative past” is the suitable equivalent;

down, sleep). While discussing the direct

while imperfect present suits the direct

application of Russian present tense and its

application of Russian positional verbs

equivalents in Persian language, positional

describing the process of the positional

verbs require special attention.

action. This fact is often true in irrelevant
present tense:

First example:
- Что делает мать?

- Ерголина и Лунев сидят рядом.

- Мать сидит и читает газету.

Лопухин

م-l را اﻥCر-= @?) 7<= \' ر-= @? در-'

-

оборачивается

к

ним.

(Сценарий фильма «Сто дней после

(؟7'\ ده

детства») (commentaries present tense)

P;VFRr . اﻥ-.* ﻥt87>8 ر-<= ﻥF و ﻝ-<;H`*8 -

.7اﻥFV \' @'- و روزﻥ, اﺱ-.در ﻥ-' -

R  روز7v" fH;d CF8ر-<.) .*'\ `*دد+ -{ﻥa b4. @+

Second example:

("\=دF= از

- Что делает мальчик?
- Мальчик сидит и играет; теперь он

- Мария входит и стоит у двери.

поднимается и стоит у окна.

(commentaries present tense)

.-ر در  ا-<= د وF5 \'  وارد-8ر-' -

؟7<ر '\ آ-}@ ?@ آ+*YR 7<H+ r-؛ ﺡ7<زي '\ آ-+  و, اﺱ-.}@ ﻥ+*YR .-ا

[В классе]: - Я сижу на второй

,*l<R ر-<= د وF5 \'

скамейке. (extended present tense)

In the first example and the first part of
 ﻣﺎﺿﻲ ﻧﻘﻠﻲ.1

the second example, the positional verb
129
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. . دوم  ﻥbj4; روي ﻥP' - [ :سq]در آ

tense. It is usually refers to three instances:
3.1.1. A common and repetitive act in a

- Новорожденные спят по 20 часов в
сутки. (permanent present tense)

period of time in the past

. 'ﻥ@ روز  ا-5  درb-. bY;+ -I -زادهF ﻥ-

As it is described in Timofeev’s “The
History of Language”, in order to reflect

3. Figurative

Application

of

such a meaning via historical present, there

Present

Tense in Russian Language and its

should

Equivalent in Persian Language

combinations in the sentence, referring to

The Russian present tense in its figurative

an almost long period of time in the past,

application can describe acts that either

such as “в детстве” (in childhood), “в

have occurred in the past or will happen in

ранней молодости” (in ‘teen years), “во

future. In other words, while retaining its

время

present tense structure, the Russian verb

“летом” (at summer) and etc (Тимофеев,

can define the semantic of past or future

1999). The commonness and repetitiveness

tenses.

the

of action may become even clearer by

Russian present tense is very common in

using the verb “бывало” (used to, would).

the

The present tense verb in this meaning is

Figurative

dialogue

application

style and in

of

literature

especially in the dialogues of story

be

words

отпуска”

and

(during

adverbial

vacation),

often used in the first singular person:
- В молодости, бывало, сижу часами

characters. We will now proceed to
investigate the figurative application of the

на берегу моря и смотрю на волны.

Russian present tense and its equivalents in

-8 درZﺡ-. ] ﻝ- هb-. ت- ه& او-` ،&اﻥFO  در.-!/اج  ﻥF'@ ا+  و-. ﻥ

Persian language.

- В детстве, бывало, бегу всю дорогу
от дома до школы.

3.1. Present Tense in the Meaning of

-I @ﻥ-V ;* را ازY' م-4I ت- ه& او-` ،&=دF=  در-

Past Tense (Historical Present1)

.دوم

Historical present is a Russian term

@.ر7'

referring to the figurative application of

As it is seen in the examples, the Persian

present tense in the meaning of the past

equivalent of historical present in the
meaning of a repetitive act in the past is

1. Настоящее историческое
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“imperfect past”1 rather than imperfect

вдруг выхожу на полянку, там нахожу

present.

много грибов, и я начинаю собирать их.

*  از،-0  ر1 راZt<O [ در-*وز ]دا8 د3.1.2. A single act in the past

 ت5 ج-ن آ-_Vي در-5-4I   آ!دم و از23 -{H`

In order to reflect this meaning via

ار7' -lﻥa ،اري م78! ن وارد-{`- آ@ ﻥ،'!دم

historical present, there should be words

.-{ﻥa وريa 4O @+  و !وع آ!دم-0 رچ- \*اواﻥd

the

- Вчера, сижу, смотрю телевизор,

sentence, referring to a concrete and rather

вдруг звонит телефон: это мой друг из

short period of time in the past, such as

Петербурга.

and

adverbial

“вчера”

combinations

(yesterday),

“в

пять

in

،ن   آ!دمF8G8FHI  'دم و-.*وز ﻥ8 د-

часов

.دF+ رگF+_*زR  ازf_. زد؛ دو9 زﻥPHI @I*' 8 @آ

вечера” (at five o’clock in the evening),
“двадцатого февраля” (the 20’th of

Based on this and previous researches,

February). Timofeev explains that these

we reach the conclusion that the Persian

kinds of sentences are usually made of two

equivalent to verbs of the first part of such

parts, and from the timing point of view,

sentences is usually “progressive past”2

the actions of the second part happen after

and “imperfect past”, except for positional

the actions of the first part; nevertheless,

verbs, which in case of pointing to a stable

both parts are called “historical present”

position of the subject, “precedent past”3 is

(Тимофеев: 1999). The verbs in the first

used (see second example) (Бехзади,

part of such sentences may sometimes

2005). The Persian equivalent to verbs of

have the structure of the past tense. In this

the second part of such sentences is always

case the present tense verb is also often

“simple past”4.

used in the first singular person, in other

Of course in some cases, imperfect

words, the act has a direct link with the

present can also be used to determine this

narrator:

kind of historical present. This can happen

- Вчера иду по лесу, наслаждаюсь
запахом цветов, любуюсь соснами и
 ﻣﺎﺿﻲ ﻣﻠﻤﻮس.2
 ﻣﺎﺿﻲ ﺑﻌﻴﺪ.3
 ﻣﺎﺿﻲ اﺳﺘﻤﺮاري.1

 ﻣﺎﺿﻲ ﻣﻄﻠﻖ.4
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in the Persian dialogue style1 or while

intention to visualize the events, and

expressing an act that has occurred not far

simply uses historical present as one of the

ago. In this case, positional verbs follow

means of narration. The following is

the conditions explained for the direct

Bondarko’s description of this case:

application of present tense (see above).

“Unlike the application of historical

- Вчера иду я по улице и вдруг вижу

present in dialogue, the peculiarity of

своего друга.

which is the direct and constant relation of

@I*' 8 ،  روم1ن راF+-;V CFI  دارم،*وز8د

actions

. '   راf_.دو

moment

of

their

a relation is not necessary for the

вдруг звонит телефон ...

application of historical present in literary

-

narrations. The described events and their

...   زﻥ9 زﻥPHI @I*'
In both

the

expression and the narrator himself, such

- Вчера, сижу, смотрю телевизор,

8 ،   نF8G8FHI  ام-. ﻥ،*وز8د

with

characters have no direct relation to the

above-mentioned cases of

narrator or the moment of speech. In such

application of the historical present – for

cases, historical present is simply one of

expressing a repetitive or single act in the

the

past – the narrator uses the structural form

( Бондарко, 1971 )

possible

means

of

narration.”

- В 1880 г. Достоевский работает

of present tense verbs to describe the

над "Братьями Карамазовыми".

events as if they were happening before his

*ادران+" * اC>& رو.F8-_. دا،١٨٨٠ ل-.  در-

eyes at the moment of speech. In other

.

words, the narrator applies historical
present to “visualize” the events.

زف" ر-'را-=

This kind of figurative application of
present tense verbs is popular in Persian

3.1.3. A means of narration

language and is known as one of the cases

Historical present can be applied in stories,

of application of imperfect present:

biographies and historical literature as a

 ويbH' ... b.ي ا7ﻥ-` دار اوجF4 ﻥ١٩٢١ ل-. -

means of narration. Unlike the two above-

ن-_.و7<* ه.-I*. \H' C ,*t<آ... .س  داﻥ7' را

mentioned cases, the narrator has no

د راFV رات-;_V اC @;H@ او  ده و آ+ H' ر-;_Vا
C @'-`\ ﻥ7 زﻥ،\ﺽ- 74u') .ارد5%  @ او وا+ ...

1. The common dialogue of people in Tehran is
intended

(Anvary, 1996:384 ) ("C7ﻥ-` -4I-{'"
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.(,0 روم ) اه ر

3.2. Present Tense in the Meaning of

- Я будущей зимой уезжаю за границу

Future Tense
The

Russian

present

tense

verb

(И. Тургенев).

–

 !  آ$ر ﺱFsرج از آ-V @+ ,7<8a ن-_Y' ز-

figuratively applied – may semantically

(<`رFI .C )ا.() اه آ!د

describe the future tense. Two instances of
this kind of figurative application of the

As it is seen in the examples, the Persian

present tense are mentioned in the works if

equivalent to this type of figurative

Bondarko (Бондарко, 1971) and Lekant

application of the Russian present tense

(Современный русский язык / Под ред.

can be either “future tense”, “imperfect

П.А. Леканта, 2001: 331), both of which

present” or “progressive present”. Of

are common in the dialogue and literature

course, remembering that this figurative

styles and refer to:

application is mostly common in the
dialogue style or dialogues in literature

3.2.1. An act that the narrator intends

works, it seems more suitable to use

or is ready to do in the future

“progressive

present”

and

“imperfect

This type of figurative application of the

present”. It is interesting to mention that

present tense may only be used by verbs

the word “mozare”3 semantically refers to

than can semantically describe a pre-

an act occurring in the present or future

intended act or an act, dependent on the

time (116 :1373 ،)ﻋﺒﺪاﻟﻌﻈﻴﻢ ﻗﺮﻳﺐ.

subject’s willingness and desire, such as
“обедать” (to lunch), “посылать” (to

3.2.2. An imaginative act in the future

send, post), “возвращаться” (to return);

In order to create a vision of imaginary

in case of motional verbs1, only single-

actions in future, the Russian present tense

direction motional verbs2 can be applied

verb is usually accompanied by other verbs

e.g. “идти” (to go or come walking),

that

“ехать” (to drive to or from a place).

bear

the

imagination,

- Завтра я еду в Москву.

semantic

such

as

meaning

of

“вообразите”

(imagine) and “представьте” (imagine,

FjY' @+ *داd / . '& رومF>Y' @+ *دا دارمd P' -

suppose). Unlike the above mentioned case

1. Глаголы движеня
2. Однонаправленные глаголы движеня

3. Present (tense)
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(see 3.2.1.), there is no limit in using

grammatically, this case no longer belongs

Russian verbs for this type of figurative

to the category of tense (Лобанова, 1984:

application of the present tense. In fact in

177).

this case, the narrator fantasizes an
imaginary

present

including

one of the actual examples of the

imaginative acts. The Persian equivalent

implementation of the indicative mood2 in

can be future tense or imperfect present (or

the meaning of the imperative mood3.

progressive present):

Imperative present tense is discussed from

-Вообразите

time

Indeed, the imperative present tense is

же,

что

вы

different aspects in the works of known

встречаетесь с ней потом, через

Russian

несколько времени, в высшем обществе;

“Contemporary Russian Language”, the

встpечаетесь где-нибудь на бале ...

imperative present tense is indicated as one

Около вас льются упоительные звуки

of the sub-categories of the imperative

Штрауса,

mood with a structural similarity to the

сыплется

остроумие

linguists.

In

Lekant’s

высшего общества (Ф. Достоевский).

indicative mood (Современный русский

b5`  ازR ،-ه7g+ @ آ7;<j+ رش راFI *Va -

язык / Под ред. П.А. Леканта, 2001:

\ <;ت8r-+ w. C @g'-O  او را در،\ﻥ-'ت ز7'

327). But Shakhmatov

 او <;ت-+   رHl' 8 \ در8-O اه  ﻥد؛

imperative present tense as one of the

ورa7Oي و-*اﻥ@ هI ،-45  در ا*اف...   آ

figurative applications of the indicative

C @g'-O ي-\ ه8F` @ﻝG+ ،_*اوس > = اﻥازﻥ5ا

mood (Шахматов, 2001: 483). In this

(\>.F8-_. دا. )ف. از ه* *ف  'ردr-+ w.

work, the latter description is accepted.

describes the

The imperative present tense is applied in
4. Imperative Present Tense1

two instances:

In the Russian language, present tense

4.1. Expressing Encouragement for a

verbs can indicate an imperative semantic.

Joint Act

Imperative

be

In this case, the Russian verb is often used

included as a sub-category of the figurative

in the first plural person and the subject is

application of present tense; because

not mentioned:

present

tense

cannot

2. Изъявительное наклонение
3. Повелительное наклонение

1. Настоящее предписания (долженствования)
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@= ...&sوه£R -&4H ت-Y.¡' C-. رؤ-

- Идем быстрей; Едемте мой друг!

زمr ،7<5-+ &' ر-= لF¤s' -{ﻥa ن د=_*ا در-8Flsداﻥ

(А. Чехов)

.a) !P' b. '!و دو1[ ﺱار-;+] * '!و؛I7<I -

b;ﻝ-gd b{O زم راr X8*ا5  را ر) ﻥ  و-{ﻥa b.ا
.!اه @ورﻥ0 -'@ ه-ن ﻥ-8-R C* رو+

(فF?
The postfix “-те” in these verbs

Conclusion

indicates a friendly and polite invitation

From the temporal point of view, the

(Розенталь, 1991: 296). The Persian

Russian present tense can be applied

equivalent for the imperative present tense

directly or figuratively and may also

in this particular meaning is subjunctive

express

present; some “auxiliary verbs”1 such as

temporal concord2 exists between Russian

“-;+”, “7;8-;+” may also be used to express

and Persian languages regarding the direct

encouragement (Vahidiyan, 2000:127).

application of the present tense. Imperfect

an

imperative

meaning.

A

present is the most suitable equivalent for
4.2. Expressing a Strict Order

expressing actual and irrelevant present

To express a strict order, the Russian

tenses; while progressive present can also

imperative present tense comes in 2’nd or

be used as an equivalent for Russian actual

3’rd singular or plural person and its

and extended present tenses. The only

equivalent in Persian language is often

exception regarding the direct application

imperfect present, subjunctive present or

of present tense belongs to Russian

imperative verbs:

motional verbs referring to a stable

- А теперь все сели и молчат!

position of the subject; in this case, these

\' @4 هr- ﺡ/ ! ' , و ﺱآ7;<;s<+ \t4 هr- ﺡ-

verbs

!!ف ﻥ زﻥ3 [f و ]ه; = ه7<<;sﻥ

in

Persian

via

On the other hand, while retaining its

работают

present tense structure, Russian verbs can

соискатели, оказывают им помощь и

indicate past and future tenses. In most

создают

...,

где

translated

“narrative past”.

- Руководители научно- исследовательских

учреждений,

are

необходимые

условия

для

cases of figurative application of present

работы над диссертациями.

tense, there is no temporal concord

... ، ﻣﺒﺎدا، اﮔﺮ، ﻛﺎش، ﺷﺎﻳﺪ، ﺑﺎﻳﺪ: ﻋﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻲ ﺳﺎز.1

2 .Временное соответствие
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between Russian and Persian languages.

which

intensifies

the

importance

The Persian “imperfect past” is used to

discussing this

express historical present pointing to a

education of Russian language to Persian-

common, repetitive act in the past.

speaking students.

specific

topic

of

during

Describing a single act in the past,
“progressive past”, “imperfect past” or
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ﻛﺎرﺑﺮد ﻣﺴﺘﻘﻴﻢ و ﻣﺠﺎزي زﻣﺎن ﺣﺎل در زﺑﺎن روﺳﻲ و ﻧﺤﻮه ي
ﺑﻴﺎن آﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻪ زﺑﺎن ﻓﺎرﺳﻲ
ﻣﺤﻤﺪرﺿﺎ ﻣﺤﻤﺪي ،1ﺑﻬﺎر ﺑﻬﺰادي
ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ درﻳﺎﻓﺖ90/11/11 :

2

ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ﭘﺬﻳﺮش91/3/20 :

در ﺑﺮرﺳﻲ ﻫﺎي ﺻﺮﻓﻲ و ﻧﺤﻮي واژه ﻫﺎ و ﺟﻤﻠﻪﻫﺎ ،زﻣﺎن از اﻫﻤﻴﺖ و ﺟﺎﻳﮕﺎه وﻳﮋهاي ﺑﺮﺧﻮرداراﺳﺖ.
ارﺗﺒﺎط زﻣﺎن ﺑﺎ ﺳﺎﻳﺮ اﺟﺰاي ﺟﻤﻠﻪ و ﻣﻨﺠﻤﻠﻪ ﻓﻌﻞ و درك ﺗﻔﺎوﺗﻬﺎي ﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎري ،ﻣﻌﻨﺎﻳﻲ وﻣﻔﻬﻮﻣﻲ آﻧﻬﺎ
ﻫﻤﻴﺸﻪ ﻣﻮرد ﺗﻮﺟﻪ زﺑﺎﻧﺸﻨﺎﺳﺎن روﺳﻲ و اﻳﺮاﻧﻲ ﻗﺮار داﺷﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ .در اﻳﻦ ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻖ ،ﺳﻌﻲ ﮔﺮدﻳﺪه ﺗﺎ ﻣﻮارد
ﻛﺎرﺑﺮد زﻣﺎن ﺣﺎل زﺑﺎن روﺳﻲ در دو ﺑﻌﺪ ﻛﺎرﺑﺮد ﻣﺴﺘﻘﻴﻢ و ﻣﺠﺎزي و ﻧﺤﻮه ﺑﻴﺎن آﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻪ زﺑﺎن ﻓﺎرﺳﻲ ﻣﻮرد
ﺑﺮرﺳﻲ ﻗﺮارﮔﻴﺮﻧﺪ .ﻋﻠﻴﺮﻏﻢ وﺟﻮد زﻣﺎن ﺣﺎل در دو زﺑﺎن ﻓﺎرﺳﻲ و روﺳﻲ ،ﺗﻔﺎوﺗﻬﺎي ﻣﺤﺴﻮس ﻣﻔﻬﻮﻣﻲ،
ﻣﻌﻨﺎﻳﻲ و ﮔﺎه ﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎري ﻣﻼﺣﻈﻪ ﻣﻲ ﮔﺮدد ﻛﻪ ﻋﺪم اﻃﻼع از آن ،ﻣﺸﻜﻼت و ﺧﻄﺎﻫﺎﻳﻲ در ﺗﺮﺟﻤﻪ،
آﻣﻮزش و اﻣﻮر ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﻲ اﻳﺠﺎد ﻣﻲ ﻧﻤﺎﻳﺪ .ﺑﺎ ﻣﺤﻮرﻳﺖ ﻗﺮاردادن ﻣﻮﺿﻮع آﻣﻮزش زﺑﺎن روﺳﻲ ﺑﻪ ﻓﺎرﺳﻲ
زﺑﺎﻧﺎن و ﻛﻤﺒﻮدﻫﺎي ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻘﺎﺗﻲ در اﻳﻦ زﻣﻴﻨﻪ ،ﺑﻪ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﻛﺎرﺑﺮﻫﺎي زﻣﺎن ﺣﺎل زﺑﺎن ﺑﺼﻮرت
ﻣﺴﺘﻘﻴﻢ وﻣﺠﺎزي ﻛﻪ از ﻗﺎﺑﻠﻴﺖ ﻫﺎي ﻫﺮ زﺑﺎن ﻣﺤﺴﻮب ﻣﻲ ﺷﻮد اﺷﺎره ﮔﺮدﻳﺪه اﺳﺖ.
واژه ﻫﺎي ﻛﻠﻴﺪي :زﻣﺎن ﺣﺎل ،ﻓﻌﻞ ،ﻛﺎرﺑﺮد ﻣﺴﺘﻘﻴﻢ ،ﻛﺎرﺑﺮد ﻣﺠﺎزي ،زﺑﺎن روﺳﻲ ،زﺑﺎن ﻓﺎرﺳﻲ.

 .1داﻧﺸﻴﺎر ﮔﺮوه زﺑﺎن روﺳﻲ داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس
 .2داﻧﺸﺠﻮي ﻛﺎرﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ ارﺷﺪ زﺑﺎن روﺳﻲ داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس
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